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Dystopia: 1. a society characterized by human misery, squalor, oppression, disease, and  

overcrowding; 2. an imaginary place where everything is as bad as it can be 

 

Anthony, Joelle. Restoring Harmony - Ten years after the Great Collapse of 2031, Molly McClure  

leaves the safety of her family's island home to travel through a dangerous and desolate wasteland 

to find her grandparents and persuade them to return with her to Canada. 

 

Atwood, Margaret. Handmaid’s Tale - It is the world of the near future, and Offred is a 

Handmaid in the home of the Commander and his wife. She is allowed out once a day to the food 

market, she is not permitted to read, and she is hoping the Commander makes her pregnant, 

because she is only valued if her ovaries are viable. Offred can remember the years before, when 

she was an independent woman, had a job of her own, a husband and child. But all of that is gone 

now...everything has changed. (summary description from OCLN Library Catalog) 

 

Bacigalupi, Paolo. Ship Breaker - In a futuristic world, teenaged Nailer scavenges copper wiring 

from grounded oil tankers for a living, but when he finds a beached ship with a girl in the wreckage, 

he has to decide if he should strip the ship or rescue the girl. 

 

The Drowned Cities - In a future America that has devolved into unending civil wars, Mahlia  

and Mouse barely escape the war-torn lands of the Drowned Cities, but their safety is soon 

threatened and Mahlia will have to risk everything if she is to save Mouse. 

 

Bardugo, Leigh. Six of Crows - Six dangerous outcasts. One impossible heist. Kaz's crew is the 

only thing that might stand between the world and destruction--if they don't kill each other first. 

 

Block, Francesca Lia. Love in the Time of Global Warming - After a devastating earthquake 

destroys the West Coast, causing seventeen-year-old Penelope to lose her home, her parents, and 

her ten-year-old brother, she navigates a dark world, holding hope and love in her hands and 

refusing to be defeated. 

 

Bradbury, Ray. Fahrenheit 451 - Nowadays firemen start fires. Fireman Guy Montag loves to rush 

to a fire and watch books burn up. Then he met a seventeen-year old girl who told him of a past 

when people were not afraid, and a professor who told him of a future where people could think. 

And Guy 

Montag knew what he had to do.... (Summary description from OCLN.org) 

 

Brown, Pierce.  Red Rising - Darrow, a Red, which is the lowest caste in the color-coded society of the 

future, joins a revolutionary cell and attempts to infiltrate an elite military academy after witnessing the 

execution of his wife. 



Golden Son - Continues the ... saga of Darrow, a rebel forged by tragedy, battling to lead his 

oppressed people to freedom from the overlords of a brutal elitist future built on lies. Now fully 

embedded among the Gold ruling class, Darrow continues his work to bring down Society from within? 

 
Morning Star - Born a lowly Red in the mines of Mars, Darrow lost his beloved wife to the 

treacherous Gold overlords. Vowing to fight for the future that his wife believed in, Darrow joins a 

secret revolutionary group and is remade into a Gold so that he can infiltrate the ruling class and bring 

them down from the inside. Now, after years of hiding amongst the Golds, Darrow is finally ready to 

declare open revolution and throw off the chains of oppression. Nothing in Darrow's world has been 

easily won, and this final fight will be the most harrowing of all. 

 

Iron Gold - In a post-nuclear-holocaust Africa, a clan of aggressive people, the Nuru, plan the 

total destruction of the Okeke; but one member of the tribe manages to escape and wanders into the 

desert where she gives birth to a daughter, whose special powers will allow her to put an end to the 

genocide of her people. 

 

Burgess, Anthony. A Clockwork Orange - Burgess' classic satire of the present inhumanity of man 

to man presents a futuristic culture where teenagers rule with violence. 

 

Card, Orson Scott. Pathfinder - Thirteen-year-old Rigg has a secret ability to see the paths of  

others' pasts, but revelations after his father's death set him on a dangerous quest that brings 

new threats from those who would either control his destiny or kill him. 

 

 Ruins - To prevent the destruction of his planet, teenaged Rigg Sessamekesh, who can  

manipulate time, must assume more responsibility when he and others travel back 11,000 years to 

the arrival of human starships. 

 

Charbonneau, Joelle.  The Testing - Sixteen-year-old Malencia (Cia) Vale is chosen to participate 

in The Testing to attend the University; however, Cia is fearful when she figures out her friends 

who do not pass The Testing are disappearing. 

 

Chee, Traci.  The Reader - Set in a world where reading is unheard-of, Sefia makes use of a 

mysterious object to track down who kidnapped her aunt Nin and what really happened the night 

her father was murdered. 

 

Cline,Ernest.  Ready Player One - In the year 2044, Wade Watts, like the rest of humanity, 

chooses to escape reality and spends his waking hours in the limitless, utopian virtual world of the 

OASIS, but when Wade stumbles upon the first of the fiendish puzzles set up by OASIS creator James 

Halliday he finds he must compete with thousands of others--including those willing to commit 

murder--in order to claim a prize of massive fortune. 

 

Collins, Suzanne. The Hunger Games - In a future North America, where the rulers of Panem  

maintain control through an annual televised survival competition pitting young people from each of 

the twelve districts against one another, sixteen-year-old Katniss's skills are put to the test when 

she voluntarily takes her younger sister's place. 

 

Catching Fire - By winning the annual Hunger Games, District 12 tributes Katniss Everdeen  

and Peeta Mellark have secured a life of safety and plenty for themselves and their families, but  



because they won by defying the rules, they unwittingly become the faces of an impending rebellion.  

 

Mockingjay - Katniss Everdeen, having survived the Hunger Games twice, learns she and her  

family and friends are in danger because the Capitol holds her responsible for the unrest and races  

against time to protect those she cares about and the people of District 12. 

 

Condie, Ally. Matched - Cassia has always trusted the Society to make the right choices for her, 

so when Xander appears on-screen at her Matching ceremony, Cassia knows he is her ideal 

mate--until Ky Markham's face appears for an instant before the screen fades to black. 

 

 

  Crossed - Seventeen-year-old Cassia sacrifices everything and heads to the Outer 

Provinces in search of Ky, where she is confronted with shocking revelations about Society and the 

promise of rebellion. 

 

Crosson, Sarah.  Breathe - "In a barren land, a shimmering glass dome houses the survivors of the 

Switch, the period when oxygen levels plunged and the green world withered. A state lottery meant 

a lucky few won safety, while the rest suffocated in the thin air. And now Alina, Quinn, and Bea--an 

unlikely trio, each with their own agendas, their own longings and fears--walk straight into the heart 

of danger. With two days' worth of oxygen in their tanks, they leave the dome. What will happen on 

the third day?"--Provided by publisher. 

 

Resist - Alina, Quinn, and Bea, now outlaws and outcasts, make their way to the last enclave 

of the Resistance but once there, they discover they can count on no one but each other and may, in 

fact, have to betray those they considered allies. 

 

Dashner, James. Maze Runner - Sixteen-year-old Thomas wakes up with no memory in the middle 

of a maze and realizes he must work with the community in which he finds himself if he is to escape. 

 

Scorch Trials - Thomas and the Gladers, having solved the Maze, plan on returning to their  

lives, but instead find the earth a wasteland with Cranks roaming the desert in search of their next  

meal and they are faced with the challenge of crossing the Scorch in two weeks in order to arrive 

at a safe haven. 

 

The Kill Order - Traces the fateful period after the earth is decimated by catastrophic 

solar flares and reveals the stories behind the formation of WICKED, the construction of the 

Glade,and Thomas' entry into the Maze. 

 

The Eye of Minds - Michael is a skilled internet gamer in a world of advanced technology. 

When a cyber-terrorist begins to threaten players, Michael is called upon to seek him and his 

secrets out. 

 

Game of Lives - Michael and his friends, Sarah and Bryson, must stop the Mortality Doctrine 

and those behind it now as the fate of humanity is in the balance. 

 

Dimaline, Cherie.  The Marrow Thieves - The indigenous people of North America are being 

hunted and harvested for their bone marrow, which carries the key to recovering something the 

rest of the population has lost: the ability to dream. In this dark world, Frenchie and his companions 



struggle to survive as they make their way up north to the old lands. For now, survival means staying 

hidden... but what they don't know is that one of them holds the secret to defeating the marrow 

thieves 

 

Fisher, Catherine. Incarceron - To free herself from an upcoming arranged marriage, Claudia, the  

daughter of the Warden of Incarceron, a futuristic prison with a mind of its own, decides to help a  

young prisoner escape. 

 

Sapphique - After his escape from the sentient prison, Incarceron, Finn finds that the 

Realm is not at all what he expected, and he does not know whether he is to be its king, how to free 

his imprisoned friends, or how to stop Incarceron's quest to be free of its own nature. 

 

Graceffa, Joey. Children of Eden - Rowan, an illegal second child outside of Eden, is desperately 

to see the world, and recklessly escapes for a night of adventure only to turn into a renegade on the 

run. 

 

Grant, Michael. Gone – When everyone over the age of fourteen suddenly disappears from a 

California town, a battle erupts between the remaining residents and the students from a local 

school, as well as those who have "The Power" and those who do not. 

 

Hunger – Conditions worsen for the remaining young residents of a small California coastal 

town isolated by supernatural events when their food supplies dwindle and the Darkness 

underground  

awakens. 

 

Plague - Conditions worsen for the remaining young residents of a small California coastal  

town isolated by supernatural events when their food supplies dwindle and the Darkness 

underground  

awakens. 

 

Lies - As conditions worsen in the FAYZ, where supernatural forces have trapped children  

under the age of fifteen and resources are running out, it is tempting to heed the words of a 

prophet who says that only death will set them free. 

 

Hesse, Karen. Safekeeping - When Radley returns to the United States after volunteering 

abroad, she comes back to a country under military rule with strict travel restrictions, and she 

must find her way back to her Vermont home through the New England woods. 

 

Hilton, James.  Lost Horizon - On the northwestern frontier of India, Conway was a passenger on 

a plane taken over by a native pilot and never heard of again. What Conway found in Shangri-La 

makes the story. 

 

Jordan, Hillary. When She Woke - Hannah Payne, sentenced to being dyed a stigmatizing red for 

the crime of having an abortion, must learn to adjust to her new circumstances in a United States 

where her married lover, Aidan Dale, is Secretary of Faith. 

 

Karp, Jesse. Those That Wake - Laura and Mal investigate why their families and friends no 

longer remember them in a dystopian New York City where extreme security measures have been 



taken following a terrorist attack and citizens rely on technology for comfort. 

 

Landon, Kristen. The Limit - When his family exceeds its legal debt limit, thirteen-year-old Matt 

is sent to the Federal Debt Rehabilitation Agency workhouse, where he discovers illicit activities 

are being carried out using the children who have been placed there. 

 

Lewis, Sinclair.  It Can’t Happen Here - Senator "Buzz" Windrip, having used hot rhetoric, warm 

folksiness, and cold calculation to get into the White House, proceeds to bring in his own paramilitary 

storm troopers, seizes control of the government, and sets in motion his totalitarian program. 

 

Lore, Pittacus.  I Am Number Four - In rural Ohio, friendships and a beautiful girl prove 

distracting to a fifteen-year-old who has hidden on Earth for ten years waiting to develop the 

Legacies, or powers, he will need to rejoin the other six surviving Garde members and fight the 

Mogadorians who destroyed their planet, Lorien. (and sequels) 

 

Generation One - The war may be over, but for the next generation, the battle has just begun. 

Set in the world of the New York Times best selling "I Am Number Four" series, this epic spin-off series 

follows a group of human teens who have begun developing powers". 

 

Lepucki, Edan.  California - Cal and Frida must fend for themselves -- and their unborn child...to join 

one of the few remaining organized settlements. But the family quickly realizes the settlement is rife 

with danger of its own. 

 

Lu, Marie. Legend - In a dark future, when North America has split into two warring nations, 

fifteen-year-olds Day, a famous criminal, and prodigy June, the brilliant soldier hired to capture 

him, discover that they have a common enemy. 

 

Champion - "June and Day have sacrificed so much for the people of the Republic--and each 

other--and now their country is on the brink of a new existence. Just when a peace treaty is 

imminent, a plague outbreak causes panic in the Colonies, and war threatens the Republic's border 

cities"--Provided by publisher. 

 

Prodigy - June and Day make their way to Las Vegas where they join the rebel Patriot group 

and become involved in an assassination plot against the Elector in hopes of saving the Republic. 

 

Lyga, Barry. After the Red Rain - On the ruined planet Earth, where 50 billion people are 

confined to megacities and resources are scarce, Deedra has been handed a bleak and mundane 

existence by the Magistrate she works so hard for. But one day she comes across a beautiful boy 

named Rose struggling to cross the river--a boy with a secretive past and special abilities, who is 

somehow able to find comfort and life from their dying planet. But just as the two form a bond, it is 

quickly torn apart after the Magistrate's son is murdered and Rose becomes the prime suspect. 

Little do Deedra and Rose know how much their relationship will affect the fate of everyone who 

lives on the planet. 

 

Mariz, Rae. The Unidentified - In a futuristic school set in a shopping mall where video 

game-playing students are observed and used by corporate sponsors for market research, Katey 

"Kid" Dade struggles to figure out where she fits in and whether she even wants to. 

 



Marsden, John. Tomorrow, When the War Began - Seven Australian teenagers return from a  

camping trip in the bush to discover that their country has been invaded and they must hide to stay  

alive. 

 

  The Dead of Night - Six determined Australian teenagers try to find their missing friends  

while continuing to resist the enemies who have invaded their country. 

 

  A Killing Frost - Ellie and her friends, a small band of teenagers trying to survive in the  

Australian countryside, continue to resist the enemies who have invaded their country. 

 

  Darkness Be My Friend - As survivors of an enemy invasion of their homeland, Ellie and her  

friends return to Australia as guides for soldiers from New Zealand who plan an attack on the  

Wirrawee airfield. 

 

  Burning For Revenge - Having been separated from the New Zealand rescue troops they  

were guiding, five Australian teenagers continue their resistance against the unknown enemy 

invading their homeland. 

 

  The Night is For Hunting - While trying to care for a group of abandoned young children, 

five Australian teenagers continue their struggle for survival and their resistance against the 

enemy invading their homeland.  

 

  The Other Side of Dawn - Ellie and her friends, five Australian teenagers who survived 

the enemy invasion of their country, use guerrilla tactics to support a major counterattack by New  

Zealand troops. 

 

McGee, Katharine. The Thousandth Floor - Five teens struggle to find their footing in the world 

atop high-tech luxury in New York City one-hundred years into the future. 

 

American Royals - In an alternate America, princesses Beatrice and Samantha Washington 

and the two girls wooing their brother, Prince Jefferson, become embroiled in high drama in the 

most glorious court in the world. 

 

McGinnis, Mindy. Not a Drop to Drink - "Sixteen-year-old Lynn will do anything to protect her 

valuable water source, but the arrival of new neighbors forces her to reconsider her attitudes. 

 

Morgan, Kass.  The 100 - When one hundred juvenile delinquents are sent on a mission to 

recolonize Earth, they get a second chance at freedom, friendship, and love, as they fight to 

survive in a dangerous new world. 

 

Mulligan, Andy. Trash - Fourteen-year-olds Raphael and Gardo team up with a younger boy, Rat, to  

figure out the mysteries surrounding a bag Raphael finds during their daily life of sorting through  

trash in a third-world country's dump. 

 

Mullin, Mike. Ashfall – After the eruption of the Yellowstone supervolcano destroys his city and 

its surroundings, Alex must journey from Cedar Falls, Iowa, to Illinois to find his parents and sister,  

trying to survive in a new society. 

 



 Ashen Winter - After the eruption of the Yellowstone supervolcano, Alex and Darla 

retrace their steps to Iowa hoping to find Alex's parents and bring them to Illinois, but the journey 

is perilous as survivors fight to the death for food and power. 

 

Oliver, Lauren. Delirium – Lena looks forward to receiving the government-mandated cure that  

prevents the delirium of love and leads to a safe, predictable, and happy life, until 95 days before 

her 18th birthday and her treatment, when she falls in love. 

 

  Pandemonium - After falling in love, Lena and Alex flee their society where love is outlawed  

and everyone must receive "the cure"--an operation that makes them immune to love--but Lena 

alone manages to find her way to a community of resistance fighters. 

 

  Requiem - While Lena navigates the increasingly dangerous Wilds, her best friend, Hana, 

lives a safe, loveless life in Portland. 

 

Okorafor, Nnedi.  Who Fears Death - In a post-nuclear-holocaust Africa, a clan of aggressive 

people, the Nuru, plan the total destruction of the Okeke; but one member of the tribe manages to 

escape and wanders into the desert where she gives birth to a daughter, whose special powers will 

allow her to put an end to the genocide of her people. 

 

Orwell, George. 1984 - Depicts life in a totalitarian regime in the year of 1984. Originally 

published in 1949. 

 

Patterson, James. Crazy House - In a future world where teenagers are taken, imprisoned, and 

forced to fight for their survival, well-behaved Cassie will do whatever it takes to save her rebellious 

twin sister from Death Row. 

 

Pfeffer, Susan Beth. Life As We Knew It - Through journal entries sixteen-year-old Miranda  

describes her family's struggle to survive after a meteor hits the moon, causing worldwide 

tsunamis, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions. 

 

  The Dead and the Gone - After a meteor hits the moon and sets off a series of horrific  

climate changes, seventeen-year-old Alex Morales must take care of his sisters alone in the chaos 

of New York City. 

 

This World We Live In - When the moon's gravitational pull increases, causing massive  

natural disasters on Earth, Miranda and her family struggle to survive in a world without cities or  

sunlight, and wonder if anyone else is still alive. 

 

The Shade of the Moon - Jon Evans is one of the lucky ones--until he realizes that escaping 

his safe haven may be the only way to truly survive.  

 

Roth, Veronica. Divergent - In a future Chicago, Beatrice Prior must choose among five 

predetermined factions to define her identity for the rest of her life, a decision made more 

difficult when she discovers that she does not fit into any one group. 

 

  Insurgent - Tris Prior survives the Erudite simulation attacks that occur during the time 

she expected to be celebrating her achievement of being ranked first among the initiate class of 



her chosen faction, Dauntless. Even though the Dauntless have been freed from Erudite mind 

control, a war develops and secrets emerge. 

 

Allegiant - The faction-based society that Tris Prior once believed in is shattered--fractured by 
violence and power struggles and scarred by loss and betrayal. So when offered a chance to explore the world 
past the limits she's known, Tris is ready. 
 

Carve the Mark - On a planet where violence and vengeance rule, in a galaxy where some are 

favored by fate, everyone develops a current gift, a unique power meant to shape the future. While most 

benefit from their current gifts, Akos and Cyra do not--their gifts make them vulnerable to others' 

control. Can they reclaim their gifts, their fates, and their lives, and reset the balance of power in this 

world?" 

 

Shusterman, Neil. Unwind - In a future world where those between the ages of thirteen and  

eighteen can have their lives "unwound" and their body parts harvested for use by others, three 

teens go to extreme lengths to survive until they turn eighteen. 

 

 Unwholly - Thanks to Connor, Risa, and Lev the morality of unwinding has been brought into  

question, and Cam, a teenager made entirely out of the parts of other unwinds, struggles with a 

search for identity and meaning. 

 

UnSouled - After the destruction of the Graveyard, Connor and Lev are on the run, seeking a 

woman who may be the key to bringing down unwinding forever while Cam, the rewound boy, tries to prove 

his love for Risa by bringing Proactive Citizenry to its knees. 

 

Undivided - Three teens band together in order to sway the government to repeal all rulings 

in support of a procedure in which unwanted teenagers are captured and are unwound into parts 

that can be reused for transplantation. 

 

Dry - A lengthy California drought escalates to catastrophic proportions, turning Alyssa's 

quiet suburban street into a warzone, and she is forced to make impossible choices if she and her 

brother are to survive. 

 

Scythe - In a world where disease has been eliminated, the only way to die is to be randomly 

killed ('gleaned') by professional reapers ('scythes'). Two teens must compete with each other to 

become a scythe--a position neither of them wants. The one who becomes a scythe must kill the one 

who doesn't. 

 

Shute, Nevil. On the Beach - A novel about the survivors of an atomic war, who face an inevitable 

end as radiation poisoning moves toward Australia from the north. 
 
St. John, Emily.  Station Eleven - In a future in which a pandemic has left few survivors, actress 

Kirsten Raymonde, having witnessed paparazzo-turned-EMT Jeevan Chaudhary try to save the life 

of actor Arthur Leander after he suffered a heart attack on stage, travels with a troupe 

performing Shakespeare and finds herself in a community in which a prophet will not let anyone 

leave alive. Includes subplots about Jeevan as he watches the world change from the pandemic and 

Arthur before his death. 

 



Treggiari, Jo. Ashes, Ashes - In a future Manhattan devastated by environmental catastrophes 

and epidemics, Lucy survives alone until vicious hounds hunt her and force her to join Aidan, but 

soon they learn that she is the target of the Sweepers. 

 

VanderMeer, Jeff. Annihilation - Area X has claimed the lives of members of eleven expeditions. The 

twelfth expedition, consisting of four women, hopes to map the terrain and collect specimens; to record all 

their observations, scientific and otherwise, of their surroundings and of one another; and, above all, to avoid 

being contaminated by Area X itself. 

 

Walker, Karen T. Age of Miracles - Imagines the coming-of-age story of young Julia, whose world 

is thrown into upheaval when it is discovered that the Earth's rotation has suddenly begun to slow, 

posing a catastrophic threat to all life. 

 

Wallace, Tommy.  We All Looked Up - The lives of four high school seniors intersect weeks 

before a meteor is set to pass through Earth's orbit, with a 66.6% chance of striking and 

destroying all life on the planet. 

 

Westerfeld, Scott. Leviathan - In an alternate 1914 Europe, Austrian Prince Alek, on the run from 

forces who are attempting to take over the globe with mechanical machinery, forms an alliance with 

Deryn, who is learning to fly genetically-engineered beasts. 

 

Behemoth - Continues the story of Austrian Prince Alek who, in an alternate 1914 Europe,  

eludes the Germans by traveling in the Leviathan to Constantinople, where he faces a whole new 

kind of genetically-engineered warships. 

 

Goliath - Alek and Deryn encounter obstacles during the last leg of their international quest  

to end World War I, reclaim Alek's throne as prince of Austria, and fall in love. 

 

Weyn, Suzanne. Empty - When oil supplies run out and global warming leads to devastating storms,  

classmates Tom, Niki, Gwen, Hector, and Brock realize that the world as they know it is ending and  

lead the way to a more environmentally-friendly society. 

 

Yancey, Rick.  The 5th Wave - Cassie Sullivan, the survivor of an alien invasion, must rescue her 

young brother from the enemy with help from a boy who may be one of them.  

 

The Infinite Sea - Cassie Sullivan and her companions lived through the Others' four waves 

of destruction. Now, with the human race nearly exterminated and the 5th Wave rolling across the 

landscape, they face a choice: brace for winter and hope for Evan Walker's return, or set out in 

search of other survivors before the enemy closes in. 

 

Young, Moira. Blood Red Road -In a distant future, Lugh is kidnapped, and while his twin sister 

Saba and nine-year-old Emmi are trailing him across bleak Sandsea they are captured, too, and 

taken to brutal Hopetown, where Saba is forced to be a cage fighter. 

 

*Summary descriptions from Norwell’s Destiny online catalog unless noted otherwise. 
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